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“If there’s a book that you want to read, but it 
hasn’t been written yet, then you must write it.”

-Toni Morrison

-Jess Rehac
Station Manager

For those of you who might actually read this part of the Buzzworthy every issue, you might be 
wondering if anything extraordinary has happened since the last time we chatted. I had a lot of 
material to cover last issue, with CMJ fresh on my mind and so much energy to bring new projects 
to WSBU, but I’ll be honest: I’ve got nothing that exciting this issue. Don’t get me wrong, between 
working in RC 210, classes, and teaching Kindergarten I haven’t had much time to take any crazy 
trips or reflect dramatically on the Mountain Goats’ new album (you listened to it, right?).

In the time since we last spoke, the months changed from October to November, bringing a 
host of personal month-long challenges with it. You have your standard “Movember”, when the 
men-folk refuse to shave the mustache region of their face and raise money in hopes of looking 
dapper and squashing Prostate Cancer. Not so formally, yet eerily similarly, you’ll notice that 
the mountain men and hipsters have stopped shaving altogether in accordance to “No Shave 
November”. There’s also “Photo a Day” challenges set for the month, where you grab your camera 
phone and Instagram a picture of a shoe or a bird or something red and see how long you can keep 
it up.

Letter from the Station Manager

1.The Mountain Goats – No 
Children
2.Mark Ronson ft. Amy Winehouse 
– Valerie
3.Gin Wigmore – Don’t Stop
4.The Wanted – Glad You Came
5.Pheonix – 1901
6.The Turtles – Elenore 
7.Mother Mother – Bright Idea
8.Neon Trees – I am the D.J.
9.Otis – Kanye West, Jay-Z, Otis 
Redding 
10.The Fratellis – Acid Jazz Singer
11.Carole King – Beautiful
12.Grouplove – Tongue Tied
13.The Avett Brothers – Live and 
Die 
14.The Black Keys – Little Black 
Submarines
15.The Beatles – She Came in 
Through the Bathroom Window

I am not growing a mustache or a beard, and I am 
not participating in a “Photo a Day” challenge. I have, 
however, started writing a novel to honor another well-
established challenge. For those of you who know me 
or are just familiar with November challenges, there’s 
a little thing called National Novel Writing Month 
(NaNoWriMo), where you’re supposed to sit down and 
write 50,000 words in 30 days. In this literary conquest, 
I’ve learned a lot; I’ve learned that writing 1,667 words 
every day is sometimes not possible and that graphing my 
progress will quickly turn into an obsession every time. 
It also makes writing 750 words for anything else really 
stressful, so I apologize to our lovely Public Relations 
department for missing my deadline again.

I’ve also noticed (and this is where I can tie this back 
to a radio station, so pay attention) that I can predict my 
progress based on the playlist I plug myself into when I go 
to write. Everything comes back to music, doesn’t it?

It is true though; towards the end of October I always sit 
down and put quality time into building the right playlist 
to listen to for the month. It’s a tough balance for me, 
picking songs that can keep me motivated and energized 
but not distract me from working. In the past, I have had 
to cut out a lot of my favorites because they put me to 
sleep (for example, “Before She Goes” by Birds of Chicago 
didn’t last long on the list this year), but if a song is too 
catchy (“Call Me Maybe” by Carly Rae Jepsen), I’ll stop 
writing every time to sing along.

Whether you’re writing a novel, growing a mustache, 
or taking pictures on your iPhone, I’ve created a small 
sampling of my NaNoWriMo playlist for you to add to 
your own motivating playlist. It’s weird, I promise you, 
because I’m a little eclectic, but I invite you to give it a try 
and see how it goes. If you have any suggestions to add to 
my list, shoot me an e-mail at wsbufm@sbu.edu and I’d 
love to give it a try.

Juicy J’s top picks for 
NaNoWriMo 
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My brother Adam and I trekked up 
western New York on Oct. 27 in the pre-
Sandy downpour to see Grouplove at 
Rochester’s Water Street Music Hall. I 
spent $53 on the tickets and about $40 
for the gas to get us there (Adam still owes 
me money), but Grouplove made it worth 
every penny.  

The speakers blasted rap music and 
Grouplove took the stage. Vocalist/
keyboardist Hannah Hooper wore a 
skeleton costume with a checkered 
bathrobe. Percussionist Ryan Rabin wore 
long john underwear (my brother got a 
kick out of that) and a tank top. They cared 
more about the music than their clothing. 

Grouplove opened with “Itchin’ On A 
Photograph.” The crowd clapped along as 
vocalist/guitarist Christian Zucconi belted 
out the lyrics with his almost Rush-esque 
voice. Their music is challenging vocally, 
but Zucconi’s voice never faltered. He 
reached every single high note with ease.

They proceeded to put on the best show 
I have ever seen. Hooper, still dressed as 
a skeleton, bounced around the stage in a 
flurry of ceaseless energy. She harmonized 

with Zucconi beautifully, providing a 
perfect complement. And just when you 
thought you’d figured out their system, 
they handed the microphone off to lead 
guitarist Andrew Wessen, who picked up a 
ukulele and added a third set of vocals to 
“Spun” or bassist Sean Gadd, who started 
singing “Chloe.”

For “Slow,” Rabin came out from behind 
his drumset and stood in front of it, mallet 
in hand and a bass drum on the floor next 
to him (this was when we first glimpsed his 
long johns). He pounded along as Hooper 
put everything she had into the lyrics. 

After Hooper finished singing, Rabin 
went on a rhythmic craze, accompanied 
by a phenomenal light show. Next thing I 
knew, the music had ceased and Grouplove 
vacated the stage.

The crowd cheered maniacally and they 
returned several minutes later to play 
their most popular song, “Tongue Tied,” 
followed by “Colours,” the first song I had 
ever heard by them.

Before the night’s end, Zucconi came 
out with an acoustic guitar and asked the 
crowd to be silent. They played “Cruel And 

Beautiful World” acoustically, without 
microphones or any specific lighting. “We 
don’t do this very often,” Zucconi said.

Grouplove didn’t just regurgitate their 
music; they put on a real show. And the 
best part of that night? You could tell they 
were having fun, too. (Performance = five 
stars/five)

Crowd eats up Grouplove’s tremendous stage presence
By Emily Steves

“Who would have guessed that Rochester 
would be our biggest show?” said a sweaty 
Nate Ruess, lead singer of FUN., to the 
5,000 fans who had attended the show on 
November 4 at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology. “Never mind, I would have 
fucking guessed that,” he continued with 
a huge grin on his face. The crowd of 
students, and travelers like myself, went 
wild. 

People waited in line for hours before 
doors opened to the venue, blankets and 
pizza boxes in tow. At 7 p.m. the doors 
were opened, people were checked, and 
the field house at R.I.T filled out with the 
eager fans, waiting to see the Miniature 
Tigers and FUN. take the stage. 

The indie-pop band is on their current 
tour to spread awareness for the LGBTQ 
group they started with Rachel Antonoff 
called “The Ally Coalition.” The mission of 
The Ally Coalition is to “create a coalition 
of allies that will aid and encourage our 
fellow artists and people from every walk 
of life, to use their voices and influence 
to end discrimination against LGBTQ 

people.” There were booths set up in the 
back of the concert venue with sign ups 
to become an ally, along with the other 
LGBTQ organizations on campus. Ben and 
Jerry’s also sponsored the event, giving out 
free mini tubs of cookie dough ice cream to 
everyone. 

“You guys should cheer for that!” said 
Jack Antonoff, the bass player of the 
band, in reference to the cause the band 
is supporting. Naturally, the crowd 
screamed, and waited for the next song. At 
one point, thousands of pieces of confetti 
shot into the air out of two huge vaults, and 
everyone tried to catch pieces and shove it 
into their pockets to remember the night. 

The bands were amazing live. Both 
bands put their heart and souls into their 
performance that night, and the fans were 
right there with them the whole entire time.  
During the song “Barlights” on FUN.’s 
album Aim and Ignite, Nate Ruess sat on 
the edge of the stage, and told the whole 
venue to quiet down, and snap our fingers 
with him. “And I feel alive, feel alive” he 
said and told us to repeat him in a whisper. 

It was a nice way to calm down before the 
rest of the show. 

They ended with two encore songs, which 
was their cover of the Rolling Stones’ “You 
Can’t Always Get What you Want,” and 
their song “Stars” off of their Some Nights 
album, which was an amazing way to end 
it. 

I left the concert sweating, heart racing 
since I was about 5 feet away from the 
stage. My hearing was shot from the 5,000 
screams coming from behind me. Mostly, I 
left the concert feeling alive. I’ve only been 
to two concerts, and they’ve both been of 
my favorite bands, but this concert took my 
breath away. 

5/5

By Makeda Loney
FUN. concert-- “a pocketful of awesome.”

Photo credit: Makeda Loney 

Photo credit: Emily Steves 
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One Direction released their second 
studio album Take Me Home November 
9, 2012. This album follows up their first 
effort, Up All Night, which included one 
of the catchier songs of the year, “What 
Makes You Beautiful.” This new album is 
just another example of the deterioration 
of mainstream music. Since pop music was 
revolutionized in the 1950’s, many steps 
have been taken to change the game.

For those of you who are unfamiliar with 
the band One Direction, it is made up of 
five young men England/Ireland. They 
are known for their catchy tunes and more 
notably the fact that they are all attractive. 
Since the arrival of rock n’ roll, two 
things have dictated commercial success, 
catchy songs and screaming women. One 
Direction has both of these. Even the 
hardest rocker or stingiest music purist 
will admit that this band has put out the 
type of songs that get stuck in your head, 
and women everywhere will agree that 
these kids are not hard on the eyes.

This band by definition is a boy band, it is 
all young attractive men, and they usually 
sing choruses as one with some members 
taking solo verses. Believe it or not, for 
those of you who have lived through boy 
bands of recent music history, one of the 
greatest rock bands of all time is partially 
to blame for our current music situation.

In the late 1950’s Elvis had entered the 
army, Jerry Lee Lewis married a minor, 
Chuck Berry went to prison, Little Richard 
became a preacher and Buddy Holly died 
in a plane crash. After the first wave of 
rock n’ roll divinity faded away, the music 
scene was in need of a savior, someone or 
something that could save rock n’ roll from 
becoming something that could have been. 
The rock gods answered our prayers and 
delivered us the Beatles. From 1963-1970 
the Beatles created a discography that is 
rivaled by few bands in history, but what 
people seem to overlook is that this band 
started off as, dare I say it, a boy band.

The “Fab Four” began their career with 

five albums that were composed of many 
songs that dominated the pop charts 
because of the same reasons One Direction 
has had commercial success. The tunes 
were catchy and women went wild for the 
band. Honestly, they could have gone on 
stage and sang a song about beating their 
wives and women would have loved it.

I feel dirty just discussing this, but it is 
necessary to make a point. History tells 
us that the band exits ‘Beatle mania’ and 
revolutionizes the music world for the 
better and becomes the legend it is today. 
Now that everything is right in the world, 
and I no longer have to disgrace the Beatles, 
we shall move on.

We got through the 1970’s pretty 
smoothly, the only real boy band that 
created music was the Jackson 5 and they 
had the greatest pop artist of all time in 
their band. The Jackson 5 put down funky 
baselines and had actual vocal talent, so 
they, like the Beatles, get a pass for being 
a boy band. Rock did not really dominate 
pop charts in the 70’s, but people like 
James Taylor, Carole King, Elton John 
and Stevie Wonder did have chart success. 
So it was safe to say that talented artists 
were commercially successful during this 
decade.

The 1980’s is when stuff starts to get weird. 
Bands like Def Leppard, Bon Jovi, Journey 
and Foreigner were authoritative members 
of the rock community. By the mid-80’s 
Bruce Springsteen had abandoned his 
scruffy-folk-indie style in favor of tight 
jeans and songs like “Dancing in the Dark” 
in attempts to gain chart success. Who can 
forget bands like Flock of Seagulls, Culture 
Club or Wham who tried one creepy lead 
singer or one scary hair-do at a time to 
destroy the world as we know it. Even 
though the 80’s were kind of rough, we did 
get “Thriller” from Michael Jackson, and 
bands like Fleetwood Mac and Aerosmith 
were still making good music, but most 
importantly we escaped the 80’s without 
boy bands.

The 1990’s was a decade of change. The 
Seattle grunge scene was huge; people were 
listening to Nirvana and wearing oversized 
flannel clothing. It wasn’t great, but it was 
better than spandex and hair metal.

In the mid-90’s the boy band reemerged, 
two bands began to compete and dominate 
the pop charts. The Backstreet Boys and 
*NSYNC were two groups of five young, 
attractive men who sang in unison, wore 
matching outfits, and had some of the 
best choreographed dances in history. 
Everything seemed fine, but what people 
overlook is that the music was generic, 
computer generated, and only two of 
the five actually had vocal or musical 
talent. Hindsight has taught us that of 
all the members of these boy bands, 
Justin Timberlake was the only real artist 
involved. The point I am trying to make 
is as time progressed and technology has 
developed, music has become less about 
the actual music.

The Beatles were a boy band, but they 
actually played instruments, and played 
rock n’ roll music. They proved that they 
could write great music and compose 
beautiful lyrics. The Jackson 5 proved 
that they had actual talent in their band 
as seen through the solo career of Michael 
Jackson. The 80’s and early 90’s had a 
lot of sell out artists and bizarre acts, but 
most of them actually wrote music and 
played instruments very well. Even Justin 
Timberlake wrote an album like Future 
Sex/Love Sounds and redeemed his 
*NSYNC efforts.

So it all comes together here in 2012, 
where guys like Justin Bieber- who can write 
anything- dominate the pop charts, as long 
is it has a beat and teenage girls to drool 
over it. Carly Rae Jepsen’s ridiculously 
written “Call Me Maybe” is so catchy that 
people overlook its nonsense lyrics. People 
like Ke$ha who write songs about getting 
black out drunk are getting international 
recognition for their music. It seems to 
me that everything in pop music today is 

Selling Out: The rise and fall of pop music 
By Mike Arena
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generic and unoriginal and any artist who 
actually tries to play real instruments or 
write new or interesting music- the way 
the Beatles or Beach Boys tried to do when 
they revolutionized music- get casted into 
the shadows of Indie rock where they get 
little to no commercial consideration.

The moral of the story is that good-
looking guys, catchy tunes, and the desires 

of teenage girls have dominated pop 
charts since the birth of rock n’ roll. But at 
least back then, things were original and 
new and people appreciated the efforts 
to change the game. Now its all generic 
recycled beats and crappy lyrics sung to 
catchy tunes created by computers. I, as a 
fan of music have not lost hope; maybe this 
is just a phase. Maybe Justin Bieber will 

write an album of songs that aren’t aimed 
to chart, but to convey meaning or actually 
mean something to him. Maybe One 
Direction will grow out of the boy band act 
and revolutionize rock n’ roll. It’s a long 
shot, but I guess there is no law against 
wishful thinking.

WSBU Stubs 
What I’ve found in the past, listening to 

Frightened Rabbit is nothing less than an 
emotion-filled jumble of clever lyricism 
and catchy riffs. State Hospital proves to 
be everything you’re used to as a seasoned 
fan while still finding something beautiful 
in every word being professed.

 The record begins with the title track that 

pulls you directly into an active portrayal of 
a broken home. The story seems to revolve 
around a single girl who’s “blood is thicker 
than concrete forced to be brave she was, 
born into a grave.” The inherent sadness 
has an equally noticeable allure to it when 
listening.

You get trapped into the entire album 

so when you walk away from listening to 
State Hospital, it resonates with you on the 
same level as The Antlers’ album, Hospice 
does. It’s a tragic and beautiful compilation 
that holds its time of relevance for every 
person.

4.5/5

Frightened Rabbit- State Hospital
By Paige Winston

Compton’s own Kendrick Lamar, due to 
a co-sign from renowned producer and 
fellow Compton native Dr. Dre, began 
his rise to stardom and it has culminated 
into the most impressive hip-hop debut 
album since Kid Cudi’s Man on the Moon. 
The album is subtitled “A Short Film by 
Kendrick Lamar,” and that is more than 
appropriate for the story-telling nature of 
this album. K. Dot takes his analytical point 

Kendrick Lamar-Good Kid, m.A.A.d City
of view and parlays it with a smooth flow 
throughout the album. Every song provides 
a different aspect to Lamar’s life. “Sherane 
a.k.a Master Splinter’s Daughter” depicts 
Lamar’s first sexual experience. From there, 
the Hit-Boy produced “Backseat Freestyle” 
may seem like a bravado-laced banger, 
but upon more listens, shows when Lamar 
gained the confidence to start rapping and 
expressing himself. Every track tells a story 

that allows the listener to step into Lamar’s 
shoes for a bit. “Money Trees,” featuring 
fellow TDE comrade Jay Rock, may be the 
best hip-hop song of 2012. “Swimming 
Pools” analyzes and begrudgingly engages 
in the pressures of drinking. Lamar has 
set the bar high for himself with such an 
impressive, well-rounded album. GKMC 
gets 4.75 stars out of 5.

By Nicholas Coyne

Deftones- Koi No Yokan
By Morgan Statt

Deftones’ highly anticipated seventh 
album has received positive reviews, 
an observation that should come as no 
surprise to a fan of the band’s music. 
The album title’s phrase “koi no yokan” 
is Japanese for the instinctual feeling of 
love that one experiences after meeting 
someone for the first time. Deftones’ 
unique album title is reason enough to 

sit down and spend time with each of the 
eleven songs present on the track list. The 
album’s opening track, “Swerve City”, sets 
the tone of the album. With wailing vocals, 
lead singer Chino Moreno is able to reflect 
angst-ridden emotions over resonating 
bass rhythms and heavy guitar riffs. The 
intensity created by Deftones’ musicality 
proceeds until midway through the album. 

However, “Tempest” and “Rosemary” 
showcase the band’s versatility. The slow 
buildups present in both songs add a 
sense of mystery and unpredictability to 
an album that already proves the talent 
present within the band. Overall, Deftones 
succeeds in producing yet another array of 
songs that fans of metal and rock should 
not pass up. Rating: 4/5

Green Day’s first album to their trilogy 
was good. It was what you expect from 
Green Day with some new sounds added 
to their garage-punk style. Their second 
album to the trilogy Dos! (Released on 
November 13, 2012) is exactly what Green 
Day is all about. All rock, all the time. 

“See You Tonight” starts off the album and 
is self-explanatory. A crazy night is being 

Green Day- Dos!
By Amber Williams

expected and one of the guys is hoping to 
see someone special that night. Billie Joe 
Armstrong sings over light guitar strums 
in over a minute. The forceful drums and 
guitar riffs in the next song “F*** Time” 
helps explain what a boy has on his mind 
for the night. 

“Stray Heart” is my favorite song on the 
album because it is sweet and memorable. 

The song tells a story about drugs and rages 
about unanswered love through pop hooks. 

Although Dos! contains the typical Green 
Day sound fans die for, it wasn’t good 
enough. A couple of songs were good but 
the album could’ve been better. 2.5/5 stars.
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WSBU Stubs 
The Rolling Stones- GRRR!
By Nicholas Coyne 

Another year, another compilation of 
The Rolling Stones’ greatest hits. GRRR! 
includes every hit the British blues rockers 
have released and some forgotten songs 
from the band’s long history. Not to mention 
the release of two new songs, “Doom and 
Gloom” and “One More Shot.” “Doom 
and Gloom” was released as a single last 
month and is perfectly reminiscent of what 

makes the Stones so electrifying; Keith 
Richards’ energetic riffs, the observational 
lyrics and charismatic vocal stylings of one 
Mick Jagger. As for the rest of compilation, 
nothing is missing here. From their covers 
“Come On” by Chuck Berry and “I Wanna 
Be Your Man” by the Beatles to the smash 
hits “Under My Thumb,” “Satisfaction” and 
“Start Me Up.” It is more of anthology for 

those looking to reminisce of the Rolling 
Stones’ storied career or for someone 
looking for somewhere to start in the 
Stones’ catalog. It most definitely would 
make a great present for Christmas for 
that music lover in your life. GRRR! gets 4 
stuck-out tongues out of 5.

Ne-Yo’s fifth studio album R.E.D. 
(Realizing Every Dream) shows that Ne-
Yo’s two years of producing new music 
is worth the wait. While staying true to 
his signature sound, Ne-Yo brings in the 
sound of pop and dance keeping the album 
contemporary. 

“Cracks in Mr. Perfect” is the album’s 
opener and is an excellent beginner for the 
album. Not only it is a good song, but the 

Ne-Yo- R.E.D. 
By Amber Williams 

song and the rest of the album give you the 
flaws of the singer.

 The best track on the album that can 
constantly be on repeat and you will never 
get tired of is “Should Be You”. Ne-Yo 
collaborates with rap veterans Fabolous 
and Diddy as they each break down their 
journey of love verse by verse. When 
you have Fabolous and Ne-Yo on a song 
together, expect nothing but good.  

“Lazy Love” is another good song, but 
not a good song for this album. Lazy Love 
doesn’t set the tone for R.E.D. as the song 
is a sexy, bedroom-ready ballad and the 
rest of the songs have a continuous flow 
to them. Exempt this song and the album 
is good. It became to be more than what I 
expected. 4/5 stars.

Major Lazer- “Get Free” Single 
Major Lazer fans will have to wait a few 

extra months for the release of their new 
album, Free the Universe, which has been 
pushed back from November 6 to February 
19. Unlike their first album that came out 
in 2009, Guns Don’t Kill People – Lazer’s 
Do,  Diplo is the only producer for the 
project instead of working with Switch. 

By Gigi Weir 
Two songs from the upcoming album 

have been announced. “Get Free” featuring 
Amber Coffman of The Dirty Projectors 
sounds nothing like what you think of 
when you hear the name Major Lazer. A 
beautiful song with more meaning than 
anything they have done before. “Jah No 
Partial” featuring Flux Pavillion is the 

second song that has been made public. 
It honors Johnny Osbourne’s song, “Mr. 
Marshall”, which speaks of the police 
violence in Jamaica. 

Other special guests include Ezra Koenig 
of Vampire Weekend, Bruno Mars, Tyga, 
Dev, Wyclef Jean, Shaggy, Winter Gordon, 
etc.  3.5/5

Wreck-It Ralph 
By Mallory Diefenbach 

Being the bad guy is hard.  You’re hated 
and despised for something you can’t help.  
Eventually, you want to do something to 
change your fate- something to make you 
more accepted.

Ralph, a bad guy who wrecks things from 
Fix It Felix Jr., is one such bad guy. After 
not being invited to the 30th anniversary 
party of his own game, Ralph decides he 
is going to be the good guy for once and 
earn a medal, so he can finally be accepted 
in the community of his own game. From 
there, he goes game hopping, exploring 
the unique worlds of other games as he 
tries to prove himself as a hero.

Wreck-It Ralph may be a movie about 
video games, but you don’t need to be a 

gamer to appreciate it or enjoy it. The video 
game character cameos are a mix between 
well-known characters and those who are 
a bit more obscure. In addition, it offers a 
new perspective on the roles video game 
characters have been programmed to be as 
well as a new look into people’s characters.

The movie has a great cast of supporting 
characters, all of whom are well fleshed out, 
and is a mixture of being funny, touching 
and heartfelt at the same time. Disney 
does a great job of making a film, which 
any person of any age group can enjoy. It’s 
simply a must see; a good story from start 
to finish. 

4/5
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 Pure ecstasy.
 Passion Pit was a visceral blur— the 

kind where a person could get completely 
enraptured in the experience of it all, and 
I made certain I did.

 The 12-hour concert excursion began 
around 3pm when Nick Coyne, Gigi 
Weir, Jaclyn Brotherson, and myself 
set southwest to Pittsburgh. We got 
through the entirety of both Manners and 
Gossamer with time to spare for Chunk 
of Change. We were all getting ready, 
discussing favorite songs, guessing the set 
list. You know, all of the technical stuff.

 I made myself anxious over the whole 
thing. I have a tendency to do such things 
when it comes to going to shows. It’s not 
something I’m proud of by any means, 
but it’s something, right? We all have our 
quirks, I suppose.

Arriving in Pittsburgh and scanning 
the line out front of the venue, we knew 
we had some time to kill, which involved 
seeing the south side. We parked smack 
dab in the middle of Heinz Field and Stage 
AE, which was the topic of conversation 
from the time we got there until our final 
departure.

Luckily enough, I found myself in the pit 
for the first two tracks, the first being their 
single, “Take a Walk,” you know, that song 
on the Taco Bell commercial. This was 

ample time to click off something 
like 200 shots on my camera before being 
so kindly escorted out.

What can I say? I’m enthusiastic.
During the show, I didn’t notice for a 

minute that no one else was jumping 
around Stage AE like I was. I didn’t notice 
that I was shouting every lyric of every 
song into the faces of people I either 
knew, or who got the untimely pleasure 
of meeting me through the words of songs 
like “It’s Not My Fault, I’m Happy” and 
“Carried Away.”

There’s a certain something about 
Gossamer that has resonated with me 
since I first heard the album in July. Going 
to see Passion Pit live made that element 
much more noticeable— energy. Not 
many other things could rival the amount 
of charisma radiating off the stage. Well, 
charisma and confetti is more appropriate 
because, let me tell you, there is still 
confetti in my car from that night.   

There’s not much you can say about 
something you felt, simply because words 
are so moot when it comes to discussing 
all that is involved with feeling music. The 
way Passion Pit performed solidifies that 
in every way.

 If you ever have a chance to see them 
live, I highly suggest it.

Passion Pit: Ecstacy and existential euphoria 
By Paige Winston 

Set List: 
1. “Take A Walk”
2. “The Reeling”
3. “To Kingdom Come”
4. “It’s Not My Fault, 
I’m Happy”
5. “Carried Away”
6. “Better Things”
7. “Let Your Love 
Grow Tall”
8. “Eyes as Candles”
9. “Constant 
Conversations”
10. “Mirrored Sea”
11. “Live To Tell The 
Tale”
12. “Folds In Your 
Hands”
13. “Love is Greed”
14. “I’ll Be Alright”
15. “Sleepyhead”
16. “Moth’s Wings”
17. “Little Secrets”

Photos by: Paige Winston 

“ Hearing it all live definitely changed my whole perspective entirely. For 
once the, the CD could not be compared to the quality of performance and 
clarity of sound.” -Jaclyn Brotherson 

“It was sweaty, but seriously, the energy from the stage was 
contagious.” -Gigi Weir 

“It was energetic. I’d even say, euphoric.” -Nicholas Coyne 



Check out 
WSBU’s music blog! 
www.wsbufm.net

Featuring: 
-music reviews
-upcoming 
concerts

-director profiles 
-event photos
  and more! 


